Minutes - Feb. 16. IIPT SC
Present - Colleen, sue, peter, karen, lea, matt, Michelle k
Submitted by Colleen
1. Change to minutes - -Change “god” to good gam group. Minutes accepted. Matt and jane
seconded. Minutes approved
2. Sue and Colleen introduce jane as new incoming chair of IIPT. Looking forward to working
with her.
3. CTTE reports
Peter - candidates all excited about Jane as chair elect. Good experience with her as
GAM. Also pleased that Matt is continuing as GAM. CCC going well with Kathy and Lea
SA - Lea- loss of candidates and analyzing perspective of what happened.
Caroline - approved Rich Zeitner as faculty in supervision course Contacts with Emory and Columbia -interested in our supervision course. Jill and Yolanda will
offer it.
Curriculum - Michelle - working on summer.
Hopefully readings chosen by the March meeting
Keep in mind panel on senior analyst talking about their experience of becoming an analyst
Social hour for community in structured way.
Sue and Colleen will meet with Jane to discuss geographic location of summer institute
CPC- Karen - met in Jan and talked about loss of candidate. Question of how soon the cpc
knew about this withdrawal. Concern with how communications happen within IIPT
March 15 - first draft of candidates reports due to supervision
April 15 - final drafts due.
Some candidates taking on new supervisors and the order of that.
Two back to back sessions on writing and good feedback. Most of the candidates liked this
exercise
Writing - cultivate the writing
Writing sequences are best way to get candidates comfortable with writing.
MIchelle - in member’s meeting talk about writing sequences - give samples
Perhaps do this as a mini class
Admissions - decision about future class- will it be all virtual or a hybrid. Sue has been talking
to international prospective students . Some can come to in person weekends, some cannot.
Discussion over virtual vs. in person.
IPI weekends next year - 2 virtual and 2 in person
We need to figure out how to advertise
We need consistent frame for next class.
Contact Anne Taylor about Michelle Sheehan - let her know as early as possible if she can
decide.
What do we offer - Open House? Go into various IPI courses to talk about IIPT training
PPP and core. - at end of semester??

March 2 - teacher’s mtg
April 5 - Members’ meeting. Collective conversation with Jane and membership to talk about
transition and the next leadership. Support of Jane
Turn the teaching mtg into transition/members meeting. Marcy 2
April 5 - would become teacher’s meeting
Sue and Colleen send out email to that effect
Could one member’s meeting a year be at a different time than tuesday at ````l . As long as we
are on zoom.
Put this back on agenda for March

